Apple weekend
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5th and 6th October 2019
Press Notes – for immediate release
RV Roger:
The RV Roger nursery and Plant Centre was established 106 years ago in the Vale of Pickering by
Royston Valentine Roger (grandfather of the current owner), and has been synonymous with roses
for much of that time. However, it has also developed into a nationally recognised authority on
fruit, growing and selling more than 240 different varieties of apples from the nursery orchards.
The fruit collection in the Pickering nursery contains a huge range of rare and unusual varieties:
including historic ones such as ‘Court Pendu Plat’ said to have been brought over to the UK by the
Romans; significant apples such as ‘Isaac Newton’s Apple – yes, that Isaac Newton who is credited
with having ‘discovered’ gravity – and ‘Hunt House’ an apple growing on the North York Moors and
reputed to have been take to sea by Captain Cook to help to ward off the effects of scurvy in his
crew. There’s also the wonderfully named ‘Bloody Ploughman’ with a tale of a farm worker pinching
apples and being shot dead by the gamekeeper; Balsam – the classic ‘Farmer’s Wife’s apple;
Catsheads; Dogsnouts; Beauties; Beefings; Custards; Herrings; and Lords and Ladies – they’re all
there, and they all have a story to tell, a taste to tickle the palate, and are a delight to the eye.
The RV Roger nursery is keen to continue this story today. Not only through guiding customers to
make the best choices for their gardens and orchards, but also by exhibiting at top horticultural
shows around the country each year. At the Harrogate and Malvern Autumn shows in 2018, RV
Roger continued its century long tradition of award winning, by picking up a Premier Gold award, as
well as Best in Show for 2018 at both venues. The Harrogate show is the largest autumn show in
Europe, with over 35,000 visitors.
The Malvern Royal Horticultural Society autumn show follows in the show calendar, and RV Roger
has taken the top prize there for the last five consecutive Autumn Shows, pulling off the highest fruit
award ‘The Stanley Lord Bowl’ presented by the Royal Horticultural Society at its annual awards
ceremony at the Lindley Hall in London for the year.

This, for a modest-sized local business - to beat the best in the country year after year - is
a cause for great celebration. “It proves that we must be doing it right” said Managing
Director Ian Roger.

Apple weekend
Ian and his team will host Apple Weekend of the 5th/6th October 2019, at the RV Roger Plant Centre
on Malton Road in Pickering, as part of Apple Day celebrations which are celebrated throughout the
country. There will be an award-winning display of fruit; plus side stalls selling food and drink; as
well as talks and demos to catch up on pruning and planting techniques. Expert staff will be on
hand all weekend to give free advice about when, where, and what fruit trees to plant to suit North
Yorkshire conditions.
The first Apple Day was celebrated by ‘Common Ground’ on 21 October 1990 at an event in Covent
Garden, London which the RV Roger business is proud to have been part of. Apple Day has been
celebrated every year since then, and by the millennium, it was being celebrated in more than 600
events around the United Kingdom. Common Ground describe Apple Day as a way of celebrating
and demonstrating, that variety and richness matter to a locality, and that it is possible to effect
change in your place. Common Ground has used the apple as a symbol of the physical, cultural and
genetic diversity that we shouldn’t let slip away. In linking particular apples with their place of origin,
they hope that orchards will be recognized and conserved for their contribution to local
distinctiveness, including the rich diversity of wildlife that they support.
That’s why there are events like Apple Weekend, to continue to tell that story, to intrigue and
delight, to tempt and inform about the joys of growing this most fantastic of fruit.

Apples:
The UK has almost the perfect climate for growing apples, being relatively mild and moist
throughout the year, and without the extremes that other latitudes further north or south have. The
other area that has similar climate characteristics to the UK, and can also grow fruit well is New
Zealand. But buying fruit from there introduces huge amounts of ‘food miles’ for no great benefit.
Not one of the big supermarket retailers can hold a light to the rich variety of fruit that is grown in
the UK. Most of them want huge volumes of the same thing, and are only prepared to host the
market-leading varieties of anything. This is why you will normally see ‘Cox’s Orange Pippin’,
‘Egremont Russet’, ‘Bramleys Seedling’, and ‘Granny Smith – and very little else. But it’s a vicious
circle, for when you ask them “Why don’t you stock other varieties of fruit?” the supermarkets reply
that we want ‘Cox’s Orange Pippin’ and ‘Granny Smith’, when in truth, as they are the only apples on
display, and you need something for tomorrow’s lunchbox – then you’re left with no choice but to
buy what they sell. So it’s not really a choice at all!
Oh, and beware the brand. Frequently these days, there are apples being stocked under the ‘Pink
Lady’ banner. Actually ‘Pink Lady’ doesn’t exist as a fruit: it’s a very clever marketing ploy, and is
actually just a trademarked brand. Pink Lady covers five or six named varieties of apple, none of
which most people will ever have heard of, and grown all over the world (including: Australia,
Argentina, South Africa, Brazil, Japan, Serbia, and Israel). You’ll note that these are typically hotter
countries? Which is why the brand owner won’t allow ‘Pink Lady’ brand apples to be grown in the
UK – as the taste would be different!
Have you ever heard the expression a ‘Birthday apple’? You may well have been eating one,
without knowing! Some supermarkets will describe fruit as "fresh", when, thanks to science, they
can remain coloured, crispy and firm for more than year, after being stored in cool rooms with
oxygen reduced to 1 or 2 per cent, and an application of gas to slow down ripening. "The term
‘Birthday apple’ is industry slang," said Stephen Morris, a postharvest quality scientist, "It's a joke in
the industry because some apples can have their first birthday before being sold to the public."
And all the time – you can grow some of the best apples yourself in your own front or back garden;
in the middle of the lawn, or up against a fence; Early ones, late ones, cookers and eaters, green
ones, red ones, and yellow ones – they’re all there, with flavours to delight every palate.

A ‘cornucopia’ of fruit spilling out on the RV Roger ‘Best in Show’ display at Harrogate Autumn Show
recently.

Part of RV Roger’s apple entry at the Harrogate Autumn Show.

Best in Show, and Premier Gold prize cards and silverware awarded to RV Roger at the recent
Harrogate Autumn Show for the fabulous display of autumn fruit.

Links:
The Health Benefits of Apples
https://www.nhs.uk/news/food-and-diet/two-apples-a-day-keeps-heart-doctor-away/
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/health-benefits-apples
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